Public vs. Private Master Space

There are two approaches regarding how to work with Scroll Versions and how to publish your documentation:

- Public Master Space
- Private Master Space

Public Master Space

In a public master space, you have one master space that always contains the most recent version. When you create a new version, you publish it to the same space. This workflow is preferred if you want to keep the comments of your wiki users, but you cannot have several spaces. All users can read the same version of the documentation. Older versions of the master space can be published to a new space, and are then archived.

The following diagram shows you the workflow overview:

For more information, see Publishing within the Same Space.

Private Master Space

Another approach is to work with a private master space. In a private master space, only the authors can see the master space. If a new version is finished, it is published to a new space, where it is available for all users. The users cannot view a private master space. This approach is practical, if you have several spaces for specific variants or customers.

The following diagram displays the workflow overview:
For more information, see Publishing to a New Space.